The utility of principal component analysis for the image display of brain lesions. A preliminary, comparative study.
Principal component analysis (PCA), a common tool from multivariate statistical analysis, has been implemented into the computer display system of a MR imaging device. PCA allows the calculation of images in which the information in a defined region of interest inherent in the basic acquired images is condensed. PCA image calculation has been applied to acquired MR studies of 13 patients with brain lesions. The appearance of the brain lesions on the resultant PCA images was scored in comparison to the acquired images before and after administration of Gd-DTPA as well as to other calculated images including T1, T2, hydrogen density, and contrast-optimized images. The conspicuity of a lesion and the number of distinguishable components within a lesion were slightly superior on PCA than on the acquired images. PCA is an analytical tool for MR imaging that should be helpful in revealing information that is inherent in, but not readily visible on, standard acquired MR images.